Rowley How-To Guide

Embellished Drapery Panels with Unique Tiebacks
Follow along as Donna creates classically embellished
drapery panels installed on Finestra® Custom Decorative
Hardware with unique tiebacks. Get full fabrication
instructions for these designer accented panels.

Embellished Drapery Panels
with Unique Tiebacks:
Step-By-Step Instructions

Materials & Supplies
Rowley Products		

Item #

Scissors

CU22

Lining				

Lining

Interlining

Interlining

R-TEX Buckram - 6"		

BN, BX

R-TEX Fusible Stabilizer		

FB10/

Glass Head Straight Pins

TP49

Hem Clips			

QC40

Drapery Weights		

LW

Jumbo Wonder Clips		

QC42

Straight Edge Rulers		

MR25, MR26

Thread				

Thread

Crimp Button Forms - #36

FCA36

Brass Tieback Rings 		

TBR1

Embellished Drapery Panels:

1

Cut Face Fabric (FF). Cut lining and interlining. Seam widths together.

2

Cut contrast bands for the top of panel. For 3" finished band, cut the contrast fabric 3" + ½" + 6" + 6" = 17", seam together.

3

Pin the band to top of FF panel, matching the seams, stitch a ½" Seam Allowance (SA), press seam open.
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4

Cut enough 6" buckram for a width and one-half panel. Fold in half lengthwise and crease in the center. Place crease
over seam where panel and band meet. Pin into pinnable table.

5

Fold band over top of buckram and press. Remove pins and wrap the banding fabric around the buckram, with the raw
edge ending inside at the top of the panel. Use hem clips to hold the heading in place until you table the panel.

6

Table the panel. Find the Finished Length (FL) of the FF and hem in your method of choice. Interlock the layers together.
Place lining on the panel, matching up the seam and interlock interlining to lining. Tuck interlining and lining into the top
of the header. Fold in and press the side hems. Hem in your method of choice.

7

Mark pleats and spaces for a reverse box pleat. Hold pleats with Jumbo Wonder Clips and then stitch in place.

8

Center the pleats over the stitch line and press.
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9

On the front of the panel, stitch in the ditch to keep the pleats in place.

10

Make pleated embellishment. Fold the tape trim in half lengthwise and press. I used 3X fullness for the pleated ruffle.

11

Unfold the trim and use the crease as the stitch line as you fold and stitch the pleated ruffle.

12

Attach the embellishment to the panel.

13

Make buttons and sew to the pleated embellishment at the pleat spacing.
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Unique Tiebacks:

1

For the panels at 1 ½ widths, cut two pieces of fabric for the tiebacks at 36" wide x 9". Cut flat braid trim at 36" for
each tieback.

2

Center the trim over the fabric, pin and stitch in place.

3

Fold the tieback fabric in half and match the 2 long edges. Stitch a ½" SA.

4

Fold one short edge centering the seam over the trim placement. Stitch a ½" SA along this short edge. Press this seam open.

5
6

Turn the tiebacks right side out. Fold the raw edge in and hand stitch closed.
Insert brass tieback rings into each short end of the tiebacks for installation.
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